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History – Assessment:
• Assessment tool - Progression of knowledge and skills: enables school 

staff to report accurately and effectively every child’s progress in 
History, by the end of the year/unit.

• Knowledge and skills: Ensures that staff can confidently balance and 
promote historical vocabulary and skills, to ensure children are 
remembering more. 

Historical Chronology and Understanding

Historical Concepts

Historical Interpretation

Historical Enquiry

Historical Communication



Measuring Progress: Knowledge, Skills & Challenge
• Data to measure progress in Wider Curriculum subjects. 
• Assessment tool - Progression of knowledge and skills: enables school 

staff to report accurately and effectively every child’s progress in History, by 
the end of the year/unit. This is added into SIMS as E, M or X.

• Knowledge and skills: Ensures that staff can confidently balance and 
promote historical vocabulary and skills, to ensure children are 
remembering more. 

• Enables staff to challenge and extend learning: Objectives enable staff 
to provide GD opportunities and planning surgeries. 

Historical Chronology and Understanding

Historical Concepts

Historical Interpretation

Historical Enquiry

Historical Communication



History – Vocabulary:
• Broad, rich and balanced Historical curriculum 

• Vocabulary: Rich vocabulary. This ensures that staff can 
confidently balance and promote historical vocabulary 
and skills, to ensure children are remembering more. 

• Range of varied vocabulary:
*Key Historical Vocabulary (e.g. – BC/AD, Ancient, 
Archaeologist)

*Focused on Terminology related to History units (e.g. –
Greeks)

*Historical skills (e.g. – Enquiry, Argument, Evidence)

*General words liked to age group



Overview - Rationale: EYFS

NURSERY:
• Begin to make sense of their own life story and family history
• Begin to show references to time: today, yesterday, last week, last month etc.

EYFS:
• Daily references to time: today, yesterday, last week, last month etc.
• All about me: Families & generations (Photos via Tapestry from children’s 

families, linked to every child’s own personal experience)
• Toys: How have they changed overtime?
• The Queen (Jubilee, 2022)
• Transport: What is transport and how has it changed overtime?

NOTE: Transport is touched on before a more detailed study in Year 1 with First 
Flight and Year 2 explorers.



Overview - Rationale: EYFS

EYFS: Understanding the World ‘Past and Present’ 
• Chn to talk about lives of people around them and of their roles in society.
• Chn to recognise similarities and differences in the past and now, drawing on their own 

experiences and through reading in class.
• Understand the past through storytelling: through settings, characters and events 

shown in books







Overview - Rationale: KS1
Year 1:
• Changes within living memory: History of Shopping
• Events beyond living memory that are significant 

nationally or globally: First Flight (event)
• The lives of significant individuals in the past who 

have contributed to national and international 
achievements: Wright Brothers (individuals)

• Significant historical events, people and places in 
their own locality: LS Lowry - Manchester

Year 2:
• Changes within living memory
• Events beyond living memory that are significant 

nationally or globally: Great Fire of London 
• The lives of significant individuals in the past who have 

contributed to national and international achievements: 
Explorers - Armstrong, Johnson, Battuta, Falcon-Scott

• Significant historical events, people and places in their 
own locality: Sir George Back - Stockport





How is learning across school sequenced?

• Year 3: Changes in Britain 
from the Stone Age to the 
Iron Age, An overview of the 
key civilisations – Sumer, 
Indus, Shang and Egypt, and 
then an in-depth study.

• Year 4: Ancient Greece – a 
study of Greek life and 
achievements and their 
influence on the western 
world, The Roman Empire 
and its impact on Britain.

Chronological order to secure children’s Historical and chronological understanding.





How is learning across school sequenced?

• Year 5: Maya - a non-European society 
that provides contrasts with British 
history, the Viking and Anglo-Saxon 
struggle for the Kingdom of England to 
the time of Edward the Confessor.

• Year 6: Local Study - A study over time 
tracing how several aspects of national 
history are reflected in the locality 
(Cheadle Hulme – past affecting 
present), March Through Wars- a 
study of an aspect or theme in British 
history that extends pupils’ 
chronological knowledge beyond 1066. 

Chronological order to secure children’s Historical and chronological understanding.



Knowledge & Concepts: Substantive and Disciplinary 

Substantive knowledge is 
the specific, factual content 
for the subjects, which must 
be connected into a careful 
sequence. 

Disciplinary links to the skills 
children need. The action taken to 
gain knowledge - i.e. how we gain 
substantive knowledge. For 
example, in history this might 
mean using evidence to construct 
a claim.



Substantive knowledge:

Substantive 
knowledge is the 
specific, factual content 
for the subjects, which 
must be connected into 
a careful sequence. 

How do we ensure that children 
can recall key knowledge? 
• Sticky learning through 

quizzes
• Challenge questions & labels 
• Knowledge organisers

The creation, development and clear progression of our
substantive concepts to ensure they are mapped out 

across our school’s History Curriculum.

(Please see the preview below of ‘Settlement’ concept)



Disciplinary knowledge:

Disciplinary knowledge links to the skills 
children need. The action taken to gain 

knowledge - i.e. how we gain 
substantive knowledge. For example, in 
history this might mean using evidence 

to construct a claim.

• Significance
• Cause and consequence
• Similarity and difference
• Change & continuity 
• Interpretation & Evidence
• Chronology

The creation, development and clear progression of our
disciplinary concepts to ensure they are mapped out 

across our school’s History Curriculum.

(Please see the preview below of ‘Settlement’ concept)



Linking learning and remembering learning:
• Knowledge via assessment grids: Teachers have written key 

knowledge and how this links to each objective. (e.g. –
Timeline, which specific events)

• Chronology: Units are taught in chronological order to secure 
children’s historical understanding and prevent 
misconceptions regarding chronology and of civilisations.

• Sticky learning: School visits, use of artefacts, DEAL 
strategies, active learning techniques – e.g. Diamond 9, 
Conscience alley. 

• Revisiting and remembering more overtime: 
- Class discussions ‘last year, you learnt… and this year you’ll… 
before next year when you study…’.
- Quizzes: High challenge and low threat.
- Timelines introduced – chronological understanding





SEND, Challenge and Differentiation:
Challenge:
• Planning surgeries with Chris Trevor – high quality schemes of 

work.
• Greater Depth opportunities applied through assessment grids 

containing objectives
• Wider curriculum opportunities applied: Letter writing for Viking 

application

SEND & EAL: Differentiation
• Planning surgeries with Chris Trevor
• Assessment grids containing objectives: This enables learning to be 

adapted to ensure no barriers for children.
• Differentiated: writing assisted, visuals, artefacts for concrete 

learning, vocabulary given in advance, prompts, recorded rather 
than written, chunked learning, hands on experiences.



Linking learning and remembering learning:

Bringing History to life



Key Stage 1: Linking learning

Year 1 comparing differences in clothing 
from women from 1960’s to 2000’s

(Spring 2 – Shopping)

Year 2 – plenary for next lesson where children 
will be asked to link similarities and differences 

between their 4 explorers
(Spring 2 – Explorers

Armstrong, Johnson, Battuta and Falcon-Scott)



History – Children’s books and outcomes:
• Broad, rich and balanced 

Historical curriculum evident 
through children’s learning.

• Child centred - Visual 
approaches, DEAL strategies. 
Support provided and 
differentiation for particular 
groups.

• Vocabulary emphasis: Rich 
vocabulary - ensures that staff 
can confidently balance and 
promote historical vocabulary 
and skills, to ensure children are 
remembering more. 



History – Policy: Presentation and Working Walls



To further develop chronological understanding across school:

• Timelines for EYFS-KS1 and KS2 (Year 3-Year 6)
• Children are aware of how their History learning will progress at Bradshaw Hall.
• Deeper purpose to learning and embedding this further: 

Last year… This year… Next year, you will…
• We have added this into the children’s History books



To enable children to ‘know and remember more’:



Whole School History
Art and History 

enquiry links



Whole School History
Art and History enquiry links

Significant events in History

Coronation of King Charles



What are our actions for this academic year?

• To roll out the visual symbols for the substantive and disciplinary concepts to 

ensure they are being promoted regularly in the children’s lessons and the symbols 

are visible in their learning outcomes.

• To continue monitoring the teaching and learning of History – pupil voice, book 

flick, drop ins.


